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But let us turn away from the disgusting spectacle of the
followers of the Prince of Peace at internecine feuds and
abetting the followers of the Middle Path in their defiance
of moderation and Ahimsa, and visit the tombs of the
Shoguns, a true epitome of this age.
Beside a mountain-stream at Nikko, whose banks are a
flame of crimson maple in the autumn, and amidst a forest
of cryptomerias two of the great pioneers lie, honoured by
a grateful country with tombs which are also shrines,
Resplendent in gaily painted and intricate carving, sombre
with black lacquer, strong in massive roofs, with stone stair-
ways, and avenues of lanterns, they are approached through
tiers of silent courtyards. And here are gathered the
pathetic memorials of the daily life of these great rulers,
who gave Japan an ordered and disciplined life.
If they lack the chastity of Horiuji, the grace of the
Phoenix Hall, and the sophisticated simplicity of the Kin-
kaku and if they have no .works of master-painters or
sculptors, they are yet the fine flower of a splendid age,
when craftsmen delighted in their craft, and when men
breathed, as in Elizabethan England and in the India of
Akbar, the invigorating breath of a new era. At the end
of the seventeenth century the Dutch scientist Kaempfer
was as much impressed with Japan as were the Frenchmen
with the Court of the Moguls. i Well and firmly governed,
united and peaceful; schooled to give due worship to the
gods, due obedience to the laws, due respect to their
superiors, due love and consideration to their neighbours;
civil, obliging, virtuous; in art and industry exceeding all
other nations, they are possessed of an excellent country,
enriched by mutual trade and commerce, courageous, and
abundantly provided with all they need/ Here in fact
was a Japan little influenced by any but Far Eastern
models and in no urgent need of Europe. Yet there is a
darker side to the picture, and the maxims of Hideyoshi
must be compared with his private correspondence, as the

